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What are clinical  
incidents? 

A clinical incident is any unplanned event 

which causes, or has the potential to 

cause, harm to a patient



What it’s like to be involved in an 
incident?

1. You will receive an email that looks like this

2. DON’T PANIC!

3. Meet with your educational supervisor.

4. Reflect on your portfolio

REMEMBER incidents happen to everyone! 
You are not alone!



Example…

During a hectic night shift, an FY1 doctor was asked to prescribe an evening warfarin 

dose for an elderly patient. 

As he was busy, he asked the nurse in charge of the ward to look up that day's INR 

result and he prescribed the warfarin based on that result.

Unfortunately, there had been a misunderstanding and the INR result was for another 

patient, so the warfarin dose prescribed was too high. 

What do you do next? 



Don’t Panic



Next

Inform the nurse in charge regarding the warfarin dosing 

Tell the patient and apologise regarding the increased 

dose (honesty is really the best policy)

Incident report 

Reflect on this and if you want to, you can talk to a senior 

or clinical supervisor 



Reporting an incident 



Police statement

Sometimes you might be asked to fill in a police statement 

This has happened to someone when they worked in A&E:



What do you do?



Police 
Statement

She emailed her supervisor regarding this

Luckily he worked in A&E and has had to fill in 
these statements all the time, they sat down and 
went through composing the statement. 

Main things to remember: 

1) Always be as clear as possible regarding the 
events in your statement so that there will be no 
further need for you to clarify at a later date or 
need to be called to court.

2) Try to always have thorough documentation in 
your notes especially in A+E ( this is more 
hindsight one, but good documentation will save 
you a lot of hassle) 

3) Always ask for senior support when writing you 
first statement! 



DO’s and DONT’S

DO report incidents you have been involved in

DO remember your duty of candour to patients/relatives

DO reflect + meet with supervisor

DO document C L E A R L Y !!

DON’T see it as a blame game 

DON’T forget to inform staff involved

DON’T panic! 



Any 
Questions?



Take home 
points

1) Don’t be worried if you are 
named in an incident, they are 
good learning points and help 
you become a better Doctor 

2) Always reflect on any 
incidents you are involved in

3) If you are at all worried about 
an incident, talk to your clinical 
or educational supervisor 
regarding this
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